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Abstract. This chapter presents an explicit approach, that is both the-
ory and practice driven, to support evaluation and collaboration activ-
ities when creating enterprise architecture. The approach will be appli-
cable in addressing evaluation and collaboration related aspects in two
primary phases of the Architecture Development Method (ADM) of The
Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF). The phases of inter-
est are preliminary phase (defining architecture principles) and phase A
(creating architecture vision). These two phases involve activities where
evaluation of alternatives and collaboration among key stakeholders and
enterprise architects, are paramount. Based on theoretical insights, a
collaboration process to facilitate the steps in the formulated approach
has been developed. Both the approach and the process design for its
realisation, have been evaluated by exposing them to practitioners. This
was done using structured walkthoughs. Insights from these walkthrough
sessions with experienced enterprise architects, were used to enrich the
theoretical models. Generally this chapter aims at demonstrating how
theoretical models, enriched with experiences from industry, can fill the
currently existing lack of profound analysis of success factors for en-
terprise architecting. Note that this lack exists in both academia and
industry.

Key words: Enterprise Architecture, Design Alternatives, TOGAF,
Collaboration Engineering, Practical Relevance.

1 Introduction

While making decisions regarding an enterprise transformation, stakeholders de-
sire to understand the impact of the transformation on their concerns and the
risks associated with current and future strategies of the enterprise [23]. Any
changes in an organisation’s strategy and business goals considerably a!ect all
domains of the enterprise [15], and its corresponding partnerships or collabo-
rations. An example of a rewarding enterprise transformation is enterprise ar-
chitecture development. While the debate on the definition of (enterprise) ar-
chitecture continues, discussions in this chapter concentrate on the definition
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provided by The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF). This is be-
cause TOGAF is freely available, neutral towards tools and technologies, and is
a detailed approach for supporting architecture development [32]. Architecture
is “(1) a formal description of a system, or detailed plan of the system at com-
ponent level to guide its implementation; (2) the structure of components, their
inter-relationships, and the principles and guidelines governing their design and
evolution over time” [32].

Since business essentials are more stable than specific solutions that are found
(or sought) to address current (or emerging) problems, architecture assists in
guarding business essentials while permitting maximum flexibility and adaptabil-
ity [15]. Moreover, objects (such as an enterprise) designed under architecture
o!er improved performance regarding adaptability, integration, understandabil-
ity, and agility among others [37]. The internal drive of an organisation to adopt
enterprise architecture practice, is to e!ectively execute its strategy and optimise
its operations [15]. However, this can be su"ciently achieved if, when creating
enterprise architecture, possible design alternatives are generated, evaluated, and
appropriate as well as e!cient ones, are selected. Appropriate in this context
refers to the suitability of the architecture to address its planned purpose and re-
alise organisation objectives. Whereas e"ciency is the ability of the architecture
results to address stakeholders’ concerns [23].

The endeavor of evaluating design alternatives will further yield better re-
sults if it is done in a collaborative context, involving enterprise architects and
all organisation key stakeholders. In this chapter we hereby explore the practical
relevance of formulating a two-fold approach that we refer to as Collaborative
Evaluation of Enterprise Architecture Design Alternatives (CEEADA). The ap-
proach is two-fold in the sense that it addresses both collaboration and evalua-
tion related aspects when creating enterprise architecture. CEEADA is a theory
based approach that has recently been enriched by practice driven insights from
practitioners. In this chapter we explain in detail the theoretical underpinnings of
CEEADA, and discuss how insights from experienced enterprise architects were
used to enrich CEEADA. These practice based insights were obtained through
conducting structured walkthrough sessions with enterprise architects.

The chapter hence fills the gap, in both academia and industrial practice, of
two significant needs in enterprise architecture development. First is the need for
ensuring collaboration between architects and key stakeholders during enterprise
architecture development. This need has been emphasized by several researchers
and practitioners (e.g. in [1, 2, 14, 21, 23, 26, 27, 34]), but a sustainable, explicit,
and consistent approach for su"ciently addressing this cause is absent in both
academia and practice. Second is the need for evaluating enterprise architecture
design alternatives and performing trade-o! analysis when creating enterprise
architecture. This need has also been emphasized by researchers and practition-
ers (e.g. in [23, 32]), but an explicit and consistent approach for su"ciently
addressing this cause is absent as well, in both academia and practice.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses
e!orts by researchers and practitioners towards evaluation of artifacts in the
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domain of enterprise architecture. Section 3 presents theoretical underpinnings
of CEEADA. Section 4 presents how Collaboration Engineering was used to de-
sign a collaboration process that can enable organisations to realise CEEADA
in a sustainable way. Section 5 discusses the applicability of the approach within
TOGAF’s Architecture Development Method (ADM). Section 6 presents prac-
tice driven insights from enterprise architects into the approach, and illustrates
modified CEEADA models. Section 7 concludes the chapter.

2 Evaluation E!orts in Enterprise Architecture Domain

This section discusses existing work on quality of artifacts in enterprise archi-
tecture practice. It also highlights aspects regarding quality achievement in the
architecture creation process, that have been given insu"cient attention.

A good (or high quality) enterprise architecture o!ers insights into balancing
business requirements and transforming enterprise strategy into daily operations
[15]. However, there are several interpretations of the correctness (in this context
appropriateness) of an architecture [24]. The acceptability and appropriateness
of an enterprise architecture vary across organisations, since they are relative to
business requirements and stakeholders’ concerns. Actually the kind of results
expected from the architecture e!ort depends on the purpose of the architecture
[23].

Existing work on evaluation of artifacts in enterprise architecture domain has
mainly concentrated on measuring quality and benefits or return on investment
of enterprise architecture. For example, in [28] a framework is presented, based
on balanced scorecard approach, for enabling corporate management to identify
and measure benefits of enterprise architecture. In [31], quantitative benefits of
architecture are explored, and it is demonstrated how architecture may sub-
stantially reduce project risks and corresponding costs. In [33] an instrument
is presented, based on Sogeti’s DYnamic Architecture method, for measuring
the quality of the process for enterprise architecture development. Moreover,
in [35] an instrument is presented, based on DYnamic Architecture method, for
determining the quality of (tangible) products delivered by enterprise architects.

A formal approach for verifying and validating the relevance and suitability
of a developed enterprise model is also presented in [6]. However, since enterprise
architecture addresses company-wide integration [20], evaluation and validation
of its model(s) could be complex especially if, when creating these models, in-
su"cient quality assessment was done on its individual (tangible and intangible)
components. Therefore, although it is significant to do a quality check on enter-
prise architecture products before they are deployed [35], evaluation of possible
design alternatives during the creation of these products is equally significant.
Actually in the context of TOGAF, it is recommended that there should be
frequent validation of results for the entire ADM cycle, and for a particular
completed phase of the ADM [32]. Enterprise architecture benefits can better be
reaped if, when creating architecture, the quality of decisions behind its com-
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ponents are also put into consideration. Such a reflection has been given little
attention so far.

Additionally, it is reported that the quality of enterprise architecture prod-
ucts can be improved based on expectations of organisation stakeholders [34].
Such expectations can be obtained and comprehended through e!ective collab-
oration between enterprise architects and stakeholders during the architecting
process. Literature hardly reveals e!orts towards how these aspects can be han-
dled to improve the quality of the process for creating enterprise architecture.
Therefore, our research scheme generally focuses on achieving a method that
can be used within an enterprise architecture framework (particularly TOGAF
ADM), to address collaboration related aspects and evaluation of design alter-
natives, when creating enterprise architecture. Such a method will be significant
towards filling the gap, which is reported in [23], of the lack of scientific research
on success factors for enterprise architecting.

3 CEEADA in Creating Enterprise Architecture

This section presents theoretical underpinnings of CEEADA, quality related vari-
ables in the process of creating enterprise architecture, and an explicit approach
for balancing such variables in order to realise CEEADA.

Creating enterprise architecture generally involves understanding the purpose
of the architecture e!ort, determining deliverables, monitoring planned architec-
ture context, creating shared conceptualisation among stakeholders, designing
the architecture creation process, determining impacts, and communicating the
architecture [23]. Several enterprise architecture frameworks are in place to guide
the architecture creation process. Yet some enterprise architecture projects may
fail to deliver as planned, due to a number of challenges.

Challenges that enterprise architects and organisations face during enterprise
architecture development originate from political, project management, and or-
ganisational problems and weaknesses, rather than technical aspects [16]. Such
challenges can be steadily addressed by gradually building consensus among
stakeholders through e!ective collaboration, and encouraging informed evalua-
tion of possible design alternatives when creating enterprise architecture. These
aspects are significant during the high level definition of the architecture. This
is because if they are not intensively addressed at that point, it will negatively
a!ect the quality of any intended evaluation of alternatives and collaborative
work in the subsequent architecture activities. However, as discussed in section
2, literature hardly reveals an explicit and consistent approach for addressing
these two aspects in the enterprise architecture domain.

We therefore o!er theoretical insights (guided by design science) into im-
proving the process of creating enterprise. In this paragraph, we briefly describe
design science based on [11, 12, 13, 30]. Design science is a paradigm for problem-
solving that was pioneered by Simon in 1969. It is concerned with the creation
and evaluation of IT artifacts (i.e. constructs, models, methods, and instantia-
tions) for solving identified organisational problems. It also enables formulation
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of new artifacts that o!er opportunities for improving practice prior to practi-
tioners recognising any problem with the existent way of working. Creation of
these artifacts is supported by pre-existing theories, frameworks, instruments,
constructs, models, methods, and instantiations.

Thus, in devising an approach for CEEADA, we first draw upon the causality
analysis theory to perform a cause-e!ect analysis of key variables for improving
the architecture creation process. This is because explaining an event usually
involves explaining its cause, and an analysis of the relation between cause and
e!ect of events is essential to several formations of theory (i.e. conjectures, mod-
els, frameworks, or body of knowledge) [10]. Causality analysis will thus help in
the formulation of models to realise CEEADA.

3.1 Cause-E!ect Review in Creating Enterprise Architecture
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Fig. 1. Cause-E!ect Analysis in Creating Enterprise Architecture

From [1, 2, 14, 19, 21, 23, 26, 27, 32, 34], we identify variables that are key to
quality enhancement in creating enterprise architecture. As figure 1 shows, these
variables include: the quality (appropriateness and e"ciency) of an enterprise
architecture, the quality (appropriateness and e"ciency) of an enterprise archi-
tecture component, the quality of the evaluation process of architecture design
alternatives, the quality of collaboration among key stakeholders, the quality
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of enterprise architecture creation process, the level of consensus on evaluation
criteria for enterprise architecture design alternatives, the evaluation method for
enterprise architecture design alternatives, and the level of shared conceptuali-
sation and understanding of organisation problem and solution aspects among
key stakeholders.

In the following explanations for figure 1, we concur with Gregor that “var-
ious arguments for causality are not mutually exclusive and at di"erent times
and in di"erent circumstances we will rely on di"erent reasons for ascribing
causality” [10].

The quality of the process of creating enterprise architecture can be improved
by evaluating enterprise architecture design alternatives, and by encouraging ef-
fective collaboration among key stakeholders and enterprise architects. The rea-
son for evaluating (design) alternatives is to search for optimal or satisfactory
solutions [29, 30]. Such solutions can be viewed as high level solutions or low level
unit components of the high level solution. In this context, architecture compo-
nents include principles, models, and views [23]. In our view, there are design
alternatives regarding each of these components during the architecture creation
process. Therefore, evaluating them and selecting satisfactory and optimal ones,
will add value to the architecture creation process.

Better still, evaluating such alternatives in a collaborative context leads to
better decisions. This is because successful problem solving and decision making
in organisations often requires joint expertise [19]. Moreover, maximum e!ec-
tiveness of the architecture function is only attainable if stakeholders e"ciently
collaborate towards a shared goal [34]. Therefore, e!ective collaboration adds
value to the process of evaluating enterprise architecture design alternatives.

In [31], it is demonstrated how the quality of (enterpise) architecture is one
of the key inputs for high customer satisfaction in a given project. Logically,
if the quality of architecture a!ects customer satisfaction, then the quality of
the process of creating architecture indirectly a!ects customer satisfaction. Our
definitions of appropriateness and e"ciency of enterprise architecture (see section
1), are closely related to customer satisfaction. Therefore, as shown in the lowest
part of figure 1, an improvement in the quality of the architecture creation
process leads to selection of appropriate and e"cient architecture components,
which ultimately results into creation of an appropriate and e"cient enterprise
architecture.

Additionally, evaluation of design alternatives can be improved by: (1) a high
level of shared conceptualisation and understanding of enterprise aspects among
stakeholders, (2) a high level of consensus on evaluation criteria for design alter-
natives, and (3) the evaluation method for design alternatives. Full commitment
of stakeholders in an initiative is often guaranteed if a shared goal has been
acquired [19]. This implies that achieving a shared goal directly improves the
priorities of stakeholders. This in turn results into an increased level of consen-
sus on evaluation criteria for design alternatives. For example, results obtained
after ranking of alternatives some evaluation criteria, are often consistent with a
stakeholder’s objectives and preferences [9]. Ultimately, the evaluation of design
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alternatives is directly and indirectly improved by an increased level of shared
conceptualisation and understanding of aspects among stakeholders.

Furthermore, the level of shared conceptualisation and understanding can
be increased by e!ective and e"cient collaboration between stakeholders and
enterprise architects. This is because collaboration is a joint e!ort of stakeholders
towards achieving a goal, and the probability of acquiring shared and supported
goals is higher when stakeholders make this joint e!ort [19]. On the other hand,
mutual understanding is a requirement for architects and stakeholders to improve
their collaboration and make the architecture function e!ective [34]. This hence
reveals a recursive relation between shared understanding and collaboration.

The causal relations explained above cannot be su"ciently measured in iso-
lation, but a hypothesis can be drawn, and a synthesis formulated from such
relations, such that they are measured in an integrated and meaningful manner.
This is possible because the knowledge of causal relations enables predictions to
be made from theory [10]. Therefore from figure 1, and the underlying reasons
for its factors, the following predictions are made with the focus of improving
the quality of the process of creating enterprise architecture.

Since key stakeholders have diverse concerns and views, they could first ac-
quire a shared conceptualisation and understanding of enterprise aspects. A
shared conceptualisation and understanding is a basis for evolution of an en-
terprise [23]. A shared understanding will consequently guide the determination
of common and explicit criteria for evaluating enterprise architecture design al-
ternatives, the identification and validation of possible design alternatives, the
evaluation of such alternatives, and the selection of appropriate and e"cient
ones. This approach for enabling CEEADA is illustrated in figure 2, decomposed
and characterised in figure 3, and explained thereafter.
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Fig. 2. Collaborative Evaluation of Enterprise Architecture Design Alternatives

In the middle part of figure 3 we see the pattern for CEEADA consisting
of four steps shown by dashed boxes. Above the dashed boxes we see the de-
composition of tasks for the four steps, and sub activities involved in each step
are shown. Below the dashed boxes we show the characterisation of CEEADA
according to Simon’s generic decision making process. The pattern for CEEADA
has its roots in the generic decision making paradigm introduced by Simon in
1960 in [29]. Simon structured all decision making tasks to comprise of three
phases, i.e. intelligence, design, and choice. Intelligence is concerned with inves-
tigating an environment for circumstances that call for decision or intervention.
Design is concerned with devising possible courses of action or possible decision
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alternatives to solve the problem or to improve the environment. Choice is con-
cerned with choosing a particular course of action or decision alternative from
those available. As figure 3 shows, step 1 of the pattern for CEEADA is charac-
terised as Simon’s intelligence phase, steps 2 and 3 are characterised as design,
and step 4 is characterised as choice. The following sections describe these steps
in detail.

3.2 Shared Conceptualisation, Common Evaluation Criteria

Agility as a key requirement in several business lines is often hindered by organ-
isation stakeholders being uninformed about their own products, services, and
capabilities; and lacking a common understanding and governance of data re-
sources [23]. Stakeholders should understand aspects related to data and control
flow, as well as decisions that will a!ect the organisation’s overall performance
[16]. Although several companies still lack an integrated view of their enterprise,
the architecture process helps to raise stakeholders’ awareness of business objec-
tives and information flow [15]. However, stakeholders’ awareness of these key
aspects, during the architecting e!ort, is not an automatic achievement.

Thus, the architecting process should be ‘open’ in the sense that participa-
tion of stakeholders is encouraged [1, 2]. This openness calls for collaboration
between architects and organisation stakeholders. Moreover, although collabo-
ration between architects and stakeholders is problematic, it can be e!ective if
also architects acquire a good understanding of the goals of the stakeholders
[34]. Figure 1 shows that e!ective collaboration between stakeholders and ar-
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chitects during enterprise architecting enhances a shared conceptualisation and
understanding of all key aspects.

The enterprise architecting process requires all involved actors to speak a
common and identical technical language, and to have a shared understanding
of what the architecture is supposed to do [1]. Shared understanding involves:
sharing knowledge, sharing meaning about the knowledge, mutual learning (peo-
ple learning from each other to advance their knowledge and the group knowl-
edge), and understanding of mutual di!erences or conflicts [17]. It is essential
for stakeholders to acquire a shared conceptualisation and understanding about
‘the as-is situation’; ‘the to-be situation’; and any constraints that should be
met by the architecture [23]. Open modeling, sharing models, and frequent com-
munication with stakeholders can enable the architect to steadily eliminate the
di!erent implicit views that individual stakeholders have regarding the intended
system [21].

Additionally, literature hardly reveals explicit criteria for evaluating enter-
prise architecture design alternatives during the architecting process. Evaluation
criteria for design alternatives often vary across organisations depending on the
organisation’s mission and vision. This therefore calls for stakeholders and enter-
prise architects to identify, evaluate, and agree on explicit criteria and a method
for evaluating enterprise architecture design alternatives. This is possible if a
shared conceptualisation and understanding of organisational problem aspects
has been attained.

3.3 Generation of Design Alternatives

Designing a system (in this context, enterprise architecture) consists of determin-
ing its requirements and devising feasible specifications that satisfy the agreed
on requirements [37]. In the endeavor to optimally fulfill these requirements and
specifications, design alternatives arise. Enterprise architecture comprises of four
major types of architectures, i.e., business, data, applications and technology
[32]. Logically enterprise architecture design alternatives arise from these archi-
tectures types, and from the phase of defining framework and principles (TO-
GAF’s preliminary phase), and creating architecture vision (TOGAF’s phase
A). Section 5 expounds this. Enterprise architecture design alternatives can be
generated at di!erent phases of architecture development, depending on the en-
terprise architecture framework that has been adapted.

We give two reasons for collaborating with key stakeholders even at this
step. First, is the creativity that collaboration o!ers during problem solving [7].
Creativity is a key input to generating design alternatives of a solution. Logically
generation of design alternatives can be more fruitful if key stakeholders and
enterprise architects have acquired a shared conceptualisation and understanding
of problem and solution aspects. Second, involvement of key stakeholders at this
step gradually builds commitment and consensus among them. This is because
during the intelligence and design phases of decision making, commitment of
actors to a new course of action can gradually evolve [29].
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Generation of alternatives involves identifying, elaborating, and validating
possible architecture design alternatives. Elaboration of design alternatives in-
volves adding relevant detail to an alternative, preparing it to be evaluated.
Vague concepts in an enterprise architecture should be translated to a detailed
level such that the architecture is understandable and agreed on by all stake-
holders [14]. Detail does not need to be restricted to only the overall enterprise
architecture but can be carried over to its constituent components and their
respective design alternatives. Detailed alternatives enable informed evaluation
of alternatives to be performed.

Validation of design alternatives involves investigating an alternative for its
feasibility. Validation of alternatives is most likely to be a!ected by the infor-
mation available for each design alternative. The lack of knowledge and misun-
derstanding of particular features and information from a system (say an enter-
prise) or its environment consequently limits the verification and validation of
(enterprise) model(s) [6]. This further explains why stakeholders and enterprise
architects should e!ectively collaborate in the generation of design alternatives,
and above all, have a shared conceptualisation and understanding of enterprise
aspects.

3.4 Evaluation of Design Alternatives

Evaluation involves assessing the appropriateness and e"ciency of each validated
design alternative, with respect to predefined common evaluation criteria, using
a common evaluation method. Often the predefined evaluation criteria may re-
quire revision, hence the need for consensus on any amendments. In decision
making some decisions may be too complex for an individual to understand all
implications [19] regarding each decision alternative. Hence the need for collab-
oration among enterprise architects and stakeholders during the evaluation of
design alternatives. Stakeholders’ involvement in the evaluation of design alter-
natives gradually increases consensus among them.

Before evaluating design alternatives, the type of evaluation problem must
be understood because it determines the evaluation methods to be used. Accord-
ing to [8], evaluation problems are categorised into three: (1) Choice problems,
involve “selecting of a subset of actions, as small as possible, in such a way that
a single action may be finally chosen”, (2) Ranking problems, involve “ranking
of all the actions belonging to a given set of actions from the best to the worst”,
(3) Sorting problems, involve first defining a set of categories depending on some
typical features, and then “assigning each action to one of the pre-defined cate-
gories”.

From these problem types, the idea of collaboratively evaluating enterprise
architecture design alternatives is a “Sorting-Ranking-Choice” problem. This is
because in order to realise CEEADA, at least one of the three problems must
be encountered at di!erent instances when creating enterprise architecture. For
example when defining architecture principles, a ranking problem could be en-
countered; yet when defining architecture vision, both sorting and choice prob-
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lems could be encountered. Therefore, a “Sorting-Ranking-Choice” problem in
CEEADA would generally appear as follows.

1. In a sorting problem context, categories of design alternatives at a given
phase of architecture development would be defined. For example using TO-
GAF ADM, categories of design alternatives at phase A (architecture vision)
would include aspects regarding scope, constraints, baseline architecture, and
target architecture. Then each action (in this case design decision alterna-
tive), would be assigned to a category where it can be further assessed.

2. In a ranking problem context, all possible enterprise architecture design al-
ternatives are ranked from best to worst. Where ranks are based on stake-
holders’ priorities and quality value judgements.

3. In a choice problem context, a subset of architecture design alternatives can
be selected, based on stakeholders’ value judgements and priorities, from
which a single alternative will be finally chosen.

3.5 Selection of Appropriate and E"cient Design Alternatives

The focus at this step is to select design alternatives that will collectively re-
sult in optimal business operations and an appropriate and e"cient enterprise
architecture. Although it is di"cult to satisfy all stakeholders [34], a solution
embraceable by key stakeholders can be sought.

Two situations may arise at this step, depending on the phase of architecture
development and the type of evaluation problem encountered in that phase.
(1) Only one alternative may be required, for example the alternative with the
highest score or rank, making the selection step to be trivial; or (2) more than
one alternative may be required. In case 2, the remaining alternatives may be
assessed using additional evaluation criteria.

4 Collaboration Engineering

Literature [4, 25] reveals sustainable approaches (i.e. collaboration engineering
and group model building scripts) that can be used to enable execution of steps in
CEEADA. This section therefore presents an attempt of applying collaboration
engineering to this cause.

Collaboration engineering is an approach used for designing re-usable col-
laboration processes that yield predictable success for recurring mission-critical
tasks, and the deployment of such processes for execution by practitioners rather
than skilled facilitators [5, 18, 36]. Relevant facilitation skills, knowledge of group
support systems, and group dynamics can be transferred to practitioners using
this approach, since skilled facilitators are an additional cost to organisations
[4, 18]. In a collaboration process, participants undergo a reasoning process that
comprises of a series of activities referred to as basic patterns of collaboration or
thinking [4]. Six general patterns of collaboration are defined in [5] as follows.
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1. Generate, moving from having fewer concepts to more concepts as shared by
the group.

2. Reduce, moving from having many concepts to a focus on fewer concepts
that the group considers worthy of further attention.

3. Clarify, moving from having less to more shared understanding of concepts
and phrases used to express them.

4. Organise, moving from less to more understanding of the relationships among
concepts the group is considering.

5. Evaluate, moving from less to more understanding of the relative value of
the concepts under consideration.

6. Build consensus, moving from having fewer to more group members willing
to commit to a proposal.

Each pattern of collaboration is created by a unit known as a ThinkLet, which
defines the group support system to use; how to configure it; and a clear sequence
of events and instructions for the group to follow [4]. Therefore, thinkLets are
building blocks for designing collaboration processes [17, 18].

To formulate a collaboration process for CEEADA, the following design ap-
proach as described in [17, 36] was used.

1. Task diagnosis, determining the goal and deliverables of a collaboration pro-
cess.

2. Task decomposition, determining the basic activities for realising the process
goal.

3. ThinkLet choice, matching each basic activity with a thinkLet using some
criteria.

4. Agenda building, preparing all relevant information for validating the process
and graphically representing it in a Facilitation Process Model (FPM). The
FPM shows “the logic of the flow of the collaboration process from activity
to activity” [17].

5. Design validation and evaluation, using walkthroughs, pilot testing, simula-
tion, and expert evaluation.

6. Documentation.

Under task diagnosis, the goal of our collaboration process is to realise
CEEADA when creating enterprise architecture. Our results for task decom-
position, thinkLet choice, and agenda building, in CEEADA, are summarised in
table 1. The FPM for CEEADA is illustrated in figure 4. The building patterns
used in table 1 and fig. 4 are described in [36]. Initial versions of table 1 and
figure 4 are presented in [22].

5 Relevance of CEEADA in Practice

This section discusses how quality of output from the first two phases of TOGAF
ADM can be improved by applying CEEADA. In sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, a brief
report is first given on the steps involved in each phase, as presented in [3, 32],
then the applicability of our approach in that particular phase is discussed.
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Table 1. Key Activities, Patterns of Collaboration, and ThinkLets

# Activity Description Deliverable Pattern of 
Collaboration 

ThinkLet 

0 Prepare for architecture development 
sessions 

Architecture Development 
information & sensitization 

- - 

SESSION ONE – Shared Conceptualisation & Common Evaluation Criteria 
1A Introduction/Briefing Guiding information - - 
1B Share concerns  Concerns  Generate LeafHopper  
1C Categorize concerns  Categories of concerns  Reduce & Clarify FastFocus 
1D Discuss concerns while seeking shared 

conceptualization & understanding of 
enterprise aspects 

Shared understanding of 
aspects & a common view 
of the enterprise 

 
Build Consensus 

 
CrowBar 

1E Identify criteria & methods for evaluating 
design alternatives 

Evaluation criteria & 
methods 

Generate Free 
Brainstorm 

1F Categorize criteria & methods Categories of criteria & 
methods 

Reduce & Clarify FastFocus 

1G Evaluate criteria & methods Evaluated criteria & 
methods 

Evaluate StrawPoll 

1H Agree on evaluation criteria & method  Common evaluation criteria 
& evaluation method  

 
Build Consensus 

 
MoodRing 

SESSION TWO – Generation of Enterprise Architecture Design Alternatives 
2A Identify design alternatives Design alternatives Generate Comparative 

Brainstorm 
2B Elaborate alternatives Elaborated alternatives  Generate TheLobbyist   
2C Validate alternatives  Validated alternatives  Evaluate StrawPoll 

SESSION THREE – Evaluation and Selection of Design Alternatives 
3A Evaluate alternatives  Evaluated alternatives  Evaluate MultiCriteria 
4A Select appropriate & efficient 

alternative(s) 
Appropriate & efficient 
design  

Build Consensus MoodRing 

 

5.1 Defining Framework and Principles

This TOGAF phase generally involves: (1) defining the framework to be used
(i.e. adapting the ADM); (2) reviewing (pre-existing) business principles, goals,
and strategic drivers to ensure that they are current and unambiguous, restat-
ing/cross referring to them; (3) defining architecture principles; and (4) seeking
commitment (among stakeholders) to the success of the architecture e!ort.

Based on (1)-(4), CEEADA approach can enable key stakeholders and the
architect team to e!ectively collaborate when reviewing pre-existing business
principles, goals, and strategic drivers. This will lead to a shared conceptuali-
sation and understanding of significant enterprise aspects such as the enterprise
mission, strategic plans, and external constraints among others. According to
TOGAF, these are the key aspects for developing good architecture principles. A
shared understanding will enable the determination of common criteria that will
be used to evaluate architecture principles. Furthermore, a shared understanding
will be a basis for defining architecture principles (i.e. identifying, elaborating,
and validating elements of each architecture principle). Generated architecture
principles can then be evaluated, such that adequate ones that echo business
goals and strategic drivers are selected. Moreover, since gaining consensus on
architecture principles is vital for the success of the architecture e!ort [32, 24],
CEEADA approach is useful because it focuses on gradually building consensus
on various aspects when creating enterprise architecture.
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Fig. 4. Facilitation Process Model for CEEADA

5.2 Creating Architecture Vision

This TOGAF phase generally involves the following activities. (1) Seeking and
gaining approval of the architecture project from corporate management, and
commitment to its success from line management, (2) Identifying business goals
and strategic drivers, or ensuring that their definitions (if pre-existing) are cur-
rent and unambiguous, (3) Reviewing architecture and business principles, that
will influence the development of the baseline architecture, ensuring that their
definitions are current and unambiguous, (4) Defining the scope, and identifying
and prioritizing the components of the baseline architecture. However, decisions
regarding architecture scope should be made after practically evaluating the or-
ganisation’s resources and competence, as well as the value that could be reaped
if a given scope of the architecture work is chosen, (5) Defining enterprise-wide
and project-specific constraints that the architecture must address, (6) Defining
relevant stakeholders and their concerns, defining business requirements, and
defining the high level description of the baseline and target environments that
will address the requirements, within the defined scope and constraints, while
conforming to business and architecture principles, and addressing stakeholders’
concerns, and (7) Critically evaluating baseline environment, and documenting
architecture vision in a statement of architecture work and seeking its approval.
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Based on (1)-(7), CEEADA approach can enable key stakeholders and the
architect team to e!ectively collaborate when reviewing and validating business
goals, strategic drivers, business principles, and architecture principles. This will
enable key stakeholders to acquire a shared conceptualisation and understanding
of enterprise aspects significant for creating architecture vision. Moreover, eval-
uation criteria for possible solution alternatives in this phase can be determined.
This is then followed by identifying, elaborating, and validating solution alterna-
tives, i.e., architecture scope decisions, constraints, stakeholders’ concerns, busi-
ness requirements, components of the baseline and target (business, technology,
data, and applications) architecture environments. Possible components of the
baseline and target environments can then be evaluated, such that realistic and
e"cient ones are selected and consolidated into the statement of architecture
work. According to TOGAF, consensus on the statement of architecture work
determines the acceptability of the final architecture. Gaining consensus on the
statement of architecture work is not a hassle if CEEADA approach is applied
within this phase, because it will enable architects to gradually build consensus
among stakeholders, when creating the architecture vision.

5.3 Business Scenarios: Business Requirements in the ADM

A business scenario “is a description of a business problem in both business
and architectural terms, which enables individual requirements to be viewed in
relation to one another, in the context of the overall problem” [3, 32]. According
to TOGAF, developing a business scenario involves Gathering, Analyzing, and
Reviewing information on the following aspects. (1) The problem motivating
the architecture e!ort, (2) the business and technical environments a!ected by
the problem, (3) SMART (Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic, Time-
Sensitive) objectives to solve the problem, (4) human actors, and their places
in the business model, (5) computer actors and computing elements, and their
places in the technology model, and (6) responsibilities, success measures, and
desired outcome for every actor.

Based on (1)-(6), CEEADA approach can enable key stakeholders and the ar-
chitect team to e!ectively collaborate during the gathering phase. This will lead
to an exhaustive gathering of business information on the aspects above, and en-
hance a shared conceptualisation and understanding of the such aspects. It will
also enable architects to secure commitment from stakeholders. Furthermore, in
the analysing phase where gathered information is filtered and translated into
models, collaboration can be encouraged among key stakeholders. The idea of
collaboration here is to enable identification and validation of possible alterna-
tives regarding business requirements in order to address the problem. TOGAF
literature highlights that in the reviewing phase, results of the analyzing phase
are returned to stakeholders to seek a shared understanding of the problem scope
and the possible depth of the technical impact. However, shared understanding
can be steadily acquired if stakeholders are collaboratively involved in the early
stages of developing business scenarios. Stakeholders should be involved in the
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filtering of gathered information on business requirements. This continuous in-
volvement enables them to understand the reason(s) behind particular inferences
in the business scenarios. The review phase could then be enriched by collabo-
ratively evaluating the created business scenarios and selecting e"cient ones.

6 Practice - Driven Insights into CEEADA

Constructed artifacts in design science are evaluated (using methods such as
case study, action research, field study, and simulation among others) and the
feedback obtained is used to refine the artifact further [11, 12, 13]. However,
these artifacts must be tested in laboratory and experimental settings before
field testing is undertaken [13]. In this research, before an experimental explo-
ration of the performance of CEEADA models could be done, theoretical con-
cepts in CEEADA had to first be validated by enterprise architects. Structured
walkthrough sessions were used to expose these models to architects.

A walkthrough involves a step by step review and discussion, with practi-
tioner(s), of activities that make up a process to reveal errors that are likely
to hinder the e!ectiveness and e"ciency of the process in realising its intended
plan [17, 19]. In addition to validating CEEADA models, walkthrough sessions
were used to obtain industrial or practice-driven insights into our models. Three
bi-lateral walkthrough sessions were conducted at Capgemini Netherlands, with
three experienced enterprise architects. Architects who participated in the walk-
throughs acknowledged the relevance of this approach in practice, and accord-
ingly provided insights to improve the models.

Inputs to each session were figure 2 (CEEADA approach), and table 1 (task
decomposition for CEEADA). Output from each session was feedback to improve
the models. The following three sections detail the analysis of feedback from the
walkthroughs, and tables 2 and 3 summarise the output from all sessions.

6.1 Walkthrough Session One

The positive impact of collaboration between stakeholders and architects, and
evaluation of enterprise architecture design alternatives depends on the type of
stakeholders invited to the task. Stakeholders to participate in each collaboration
session need to be carefully selected such that the right information is obtained
and delays in making decisions, regarding deliverables of a session, are avoided.
Moreover, the right stakeholders will be able to e!ectively and e"ciently eval-
uate alternatives, and select appropriate and e"cient design alternatives. It is
therefore vital to indicate the type of stakeholders to be involved at each step
of the proposed approach. For example key decision makers of the organisation
units of interest should be involved in all steps of the proposed approach.

The type of stakeholders to be involved depends on the scope of the organi-
sation’s problem. The wider the scope, the higher you go up the rank of leaders;
and the narrower the scope, the lower you go down the rank of leaders. There-
fore, prior to step 1 in the proposed approach, a preliminary activity involving
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collaboration with senior management is vital. The idea for such an activity is
to initially define the organisation’s problem scope, and to select stakeholders
who should participate in the subsequent collaboration e!orts.

An initial definition of the organisation’s problem scope, initiates the deter-
mination of the initial purpose of the architecture e!ort, as well as initial prepa-
ration of stakeholders’ concerns. Thereafter seeking a common understanding
among stakeholders, of both the organisation’s problem scope and objective of
the architecture e!ort, is indeed significant.

Table 2. Summary of Insights from Walkthrough Sessions

# CEEADA Aspects Walkthrough 1 Walkthrough 2  Walkthrough 3 
1 Prepare for 

architecture 
development 
sessions 

! should not be a trivial activity  
! type of stakeholders involved affect the 

value of collaboration & evaluation of 
alternatives 

! The type of stakeholders to involve depends 
on scope of the organisation's problem 

! should include initial definition of 
organisation problem, & selection of 
stakeholders to involve in collaboration 
sessions 

! initial definition of problem scope initiates 
determining initial purpose of architecture 
effort, & preparation of stakeholders' 
concerns 

! all collaboration sessions should involve 
key decision makers of organisation units 

! Architect team reveals calendar 
of events  

! Architect team briefs 
stakeholders on what they should 
expect from the architects, & 
what architects expect from 
stakeholders 

! Architects gain the trust of 
stakeholders 

! distribute agenda of a particular 
collaboration session prior to the 
session 

! all collaboration sessions should 
include key decision makers of 
organisation units 

! determine the type of 
stakeholders to involve in 
every collaboration session 

2 Introduction/ 
Briefing  

 ! communicate purpose of the 
session & kind of information 
being sought for 

! get feedback on the agenda of a 
session 

 

3 Share concerns  ! is successful if concerns were prepared by 
stakeholders prior to the session 

! make explicit the type of 
concerns that stakeholders should 
share 

 

4 Categorize 
concerns  

   ! clarify how to categorize 
concerns  

5 Discuss concerns, 
seek shared 
conceptualisation 
& understanding of 
enterprise aspects 

! Should seek for common understanding of 
organisation's problem scope, & initial 
purpose of the architecture effort, among 
other aspects 

 ! Should also validate 
stakeholders’ concerns 
against principles 

! valid concerns are vital for 
defining criteria & method 
for evaluating alternatives 

6 Identify evaluation 
criteria & methods 
for alternatives 

! is driven by the business goals to solve the 
organisation's problem  

  

7 Categorize criteria 
& methods 

! instead validate criteria to be SMART   

When defining common evaluation criteria and evaluation method for alter-
natives, architects should indeed collaborate with stakeholders. This is because
business stakeholders have the expertise in evaluating and measuring quality of
aspects in their business domain. Therefore, they should identify the possible
evaluation methods, evaluate the identified methods, and then select a suitable
one. The enterprise architect basically facilitates this activity and documents
the aspects therein.

In practice, generation of design alternatives is driven by criteria balance.
Therefore, it is vital to have explicit and valid evaluation criteria before gener-
ating design alternatives. Defining evaluation criteria for alternatives is driven
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Table 3. Summary of Insights from Walkthrough Sessions - Continued

 

# CEEADA Aspects Walkthrough 1 Walkthrough 2  Walkthrough 3 
8 Identify design or 

solution 
alternatives 

! is driven by criteria balance 
! Should include stakeholders like business 

analysts, innovation department 

! Architects may identify 
alternatives prior to session  

! Is hard to achieve in the case of 
principles. Architects compiles 
them 

! invite stakeholders to brainstorm 
on business requirements 

! For the case of principles, 
architect compiles the list 

9 Elaborate 
alternatives 

 ! Indicate against each alternative, 
consequences (-ves & +ves) of 
choosing it. 

! In the case of business 
requirements, stakeholders should 
categorize them 

! stakeholders help in the 
elaboration of principles 

10 Validate 
alternatives  

! effective & efficient if evaluation criteria 
are SMART 

! seeking for feasibility of alternatives 
 

! seeking for feasibility of 
alternatives  

! stakeholders need to validate 
principles 

! stakeholders need to validate 
principles 

11 Evaluate 
alternatives  

! Ranking, in the case of principles ! seeking quality of alternatives  
! In case of principles, stakeholders 

prioritize them 
! In case of architecture scope & 

constraints, negotiation 
dominates 

! In case of business requirements, 
stakeholders prioritize them 

! for principles, stakeholders 
prioritize principles 

! Architect performs cross 
tabulation of principles 
against solution alternatives 

! architects consider relevance 
of opinion of @ stakeholder  
by assigning weights to them  

12 Select efficient & 
adequate 
alternative 

! may need to investigate candidate solution 
alternatives for more detail, before a final 
selection is done 

! seek consensus on selected 
alternative(s)  

! architecture board  takes the 
decision (in the case of 
TOGAF ADM)  

by the organisation’s problem scope and therefore business goals (e.g. swift cost
reduction, swift volume growth, etcetera) to address the problem. Generation
of alternatives is not the area of architects, so they should indeed collaborate
with the stakeholders. Stakeholders that should be present may include business
analysts, and process innovation department among others. In step 1 and 4 of
the proposed approach, architects should facilitate the progress of the activi-
ties therein, while in steps 2 and 3, they should be actively involved as well as
facilitate the associated activities.

Validation of alternatives for feasibility can be e!ective and e"cient if the
pre-defined evaluation criteria are SMART (Specific, Measurable, Actionable,
Realistic, Time-sensitive). Additionally, depending on the phase of architecture
development in which the approach is applied, investigating candidate solution
alternatives for more detail before a final selection is done, could be vital. How-
ever, this may not apply in the case of architecture principles because the asso-
ciated nature of evaluation is ranking of the principles.

6.2 Walkthrough Session Two

Stakeholders’ concerns can be serious issues that could block the progress of
the architecture work if not su"ciently addressed. Therefore, it is significant, to
carefully address them when creating enterprise architecture. However, the term
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concerns as used in the proposed approach is ambiguous. In order to gather con-
cerns exhaustively, there is need to specify the type of concerns that stakeholders
should share during the collaboration sessions. Prior to the sessions, the archi-
tect team should draw a calender of events and organise an informal meeting
with key stakeholders. In such a meeting, the team briefs stakeholders on what
they should expect from them (the architects), and what the architects expect
from the stakeholders, throughout the architecture creation process. This step
is usually ignored by several architects yet it is crucial, because through such a
gathering and clarification of events, it is very possible to gain the trust of the
stakeholders.

The proposed approach can be useful during the high level specification of
the architecture. However, during the collaboration sessions, it is essential to
manage stakeholders’ expectations, for example stakeholders know the agenda
of a session before it begins. This enables them to make the necessary prepara-
tions for it. Moreover, before a collaboration session begin, its purpose, as well
as the kind of information being sought for in that particular session, should
be communicated. It is quite rewarding if architects identify some alternatives
before the collaboration session of generating solution alternatives. This rules
out the possibility of any associated di"culties amidst the session, and it helps
to build confidence. Moreover, during the elaboration of identified alternatives,
the consequences of choosing a particular alternative should be highlighted if
possible. This fastens the validation and evaluation of the solution alternatives.

Depending on the phase of architecture development, architects often do the
evaluation of alternatives and trade-o! analysis without stakeholders. This af-
fects the acceptability of the ultimate solution alternative. Yet seeking consensus
on a chosen alternative is indeed significant. In every collaboration session, it is
important to have key decision makers of the client organisation. For example if
a decision is made in the absence of a CIO, this implies that in the next session
when the CIO is present, if he does not agree with previously made decision;
then activities must be repeated in order to make decisions in his support.

In practice it is di"cult for architects to collaboratively generate architec-
ture principles with the stakeholders. Architects commonly develop principles
as follows. (1) They conduct interviews with senior management, (2) Findings
from interviews are documented, and a list of architecture principles is compiled
by the architects, (3) Principles are then presented to stakeholders for valida-
tion and prioritisation. Prioritising principles involves having stakeholders assign
weights to them. It is easier having stakeholders prioritise principles, than gen-
erate them collaboratively with architects. Yet for the case of business require-
ments, stakeholders should be invited to brainstorm, categorise, and prioritise
the requirements. Moreover, when defining architecture scope and constraints,
negotiation is vital, rather than evaluation of design alternatives. The aspect of
evaluating alternatives may arise during the negotiations.
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6.3 Walkthrough Session Three

The categorisation of concerns in the process design should be clarified. For ex-
ample since the approach is focusing on addressing collaboration related aspects
in TOGAF ADM, categories of concerns should be specific to aspects in a partic-
ular TOGAF phase. This is because concerns are always related to objectives of
a particular project. Stakeholders’ concerns need to be validated before consid-
ering them in decision making. During the validation of a concern, the question
of whether it matches principles should be answered. Valid concerns are useful
for defining evaluation criteria, and choosing an evaluation method for alterna-
tives. Since principles are always existent within the organisation but not written
down, the architect collects information regarding the principles, and compiles
it into a consistent set of about 10 to 15. The role of stakeholders then, is to
validate and prioritise the principles.

In practice, when evaluating alternatives, the architect often performs a cross
tabulation of principles against available alternatives. Each principle takes up
a column in the table depending on its priority, while each alternative takes
up a row. The performance of each alternative in fulfilling a given principle is
assessed, and scores given. Moreover, during the prioritisation of principles and
analysis of alternatives, architects must consider the relevance of opinion of each
stakeholder. This is done by assigning weights to stakeholders. Documentation to
justify judgements made on alternatives is also significant. To select alternatives,
the architecture board (in the case of TOGAF) makes the final decision.

6.4 Revised CEEADA Models

Insights from the three walkthrough sessions were used to refine CEEADA mod-
els, i.e. the cause-e!ect analysis model (shown in figure 5), the pattern for
CEEADA (shown in figure 6), and the collaboration process design for CEEADA
(shown in table 4 and figure 8).

From the walkthroughs, other causal relations associated with quality im-
provement of the architecture creation process were obtained and amended (see
shaded variables in figure 5). Explanations of these causal relations are given in
section 6.

Figure 6 depicts an amendment of step 0 to the pattern for CEEADA. The
relevance of step 0 is to enable enterprise architects with senior management
to define the problem scope, identify external constraints from regulatory au-
thorities, and define the purpose of the architecture e!ort. Key stakeholders
to participate in the subsequent collaboration required in the architecture cre-
ation process, are also selected at step 0. These amendments arose from the
walkthrough sessions (see section 6). Accordingly, in step 1 a shared conceptu-
alisation and understanding of output from step 0 (i.e. problem scope, external
constraints, purpose of the architecture e!ort, and solution specification) among
other stakeholders is then appropriate. Iterativeness can also be identified within
the pattern, in the sense that conflicts and errors that may arise in steps 2, 3,
and 4, will be a result of ine!ectiveness and ine"ciency from steps 0 and 1.
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Furthermore, figure 7 depicts modifications in the decoposition and charac-
terisation of tasks in CEEADA. In the left part of figure 7, step 0 is decomposed
into six tasks and characterised as part of Simon’s intelligence phase. For the
reason of making the underlying concepts of CEEADA more explicit and un-
derstandable, characterisation of CEEADA tasks has been further detailed (see
bottom layers of figure 7). Step 0 is characterised as defining project context,
steps 1-3 are characterised as tasks that involve negotiation, and step 4 is still
characterised as choice.
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Table 4. Modified Key Activities, Patterns of Collaboration, and ThinkLets

# Activity Description Deliverable Stakeholders 
involved 

Pattern of Collaboration, 
ThinkLet 

0.1 Define initial organisation problem scope Initial problem scope  
 

Senior 
management 

 
 

- 
0.2 Identify external constraints Nonnegotiable constraints  
0.3 Define initial purpose of the architecture effort purpose of the architecture effort 
0.4 Select key stakeholders to participate in subsequent 

collaboration sessions 
Key stakeholders to collaborate 
with architects 

0.5 Reveal calendar of events for architecture effort & 
expectations of architect team & key stakeholders  

Calendar of events & 
expectations 

All selected 
stakeholders 

SESSION ONE – Seeking Shared Conceptualisation & Defining Common Evaluation Criteria 
1.1 Introduce purpose of session, kind of information 

required, organisation problem scope, & initial 
purpose of architecture effort 

Guiding information  
 
 
 
Decision makers 

of different 
organisation 

units 

-  

1.2 Stakeholder share concerns about initial purpose of 
the architecture effort & other aspects on organisation 
problem scope 

Concerns  Generate, LeafHopper 

1.3 Categorise concerns by type & organisation domains Categories of concerns  Reduce & Clarify, FastFocus 
1.4 Discuss concerns while seeking shared 

conceptualisation & understanding of problem 
aspects and initial purpose of architecture effort 

Shared conceptualisation & 
understanding of problem 
aspects & architecture purpose 

Build Consensus, CrowBar 

1.5 Validate stakeholders’ concerns Valid concerns Evaluate, StrawPoll 
1.6 Agree on amendments to problem and solution 

aspects 
Amendments to problem scope, 
and architecture purpose 

Build Consensus, MoodRing 

1.7 Identify criteria & methods for evaluating design 
alternatives 

Evaluation criteria & methods Generate, FreeBrainstorm 

1.8 Validate criteria & methods Valid criteria Evaluate, StrawPoll 
1.9 Agree on evaluation criteria & method for design 

alternatives  
Common evaluation criteria & 
evaluation method  

Build Consensus, MoodRing 

SESSION TWO – Generation of Enterprise Architecture Design Alternatives  
2.1 Introduction/Briefing Guiding information Business 

analysts, process 
innovations unit, 
IT architects, etc

-  
2.2 Identify design alternatives Design alternatives Generate, 

ComparativeBrainstorm 
2.3 Elaborate design alternatives Elaborated design alternatives  Generate, TheLobbyist   
2.4 Validate design alternatives  Validated design alternatives  Evaluate, StrawPoll 

SESSION THREE – Evaluation and Selection of Design Alternatives 
3.1 Introduction/Briefing Guiding information Decision makers 

of organisation 
units 

-  
3.2 Evaluate valid design alternatives  Evaluated design alternatives  Evaluate, MultiCriteria  
4 Select appropriate & efficient design alternative architecture design component Build Consensus, MoodRing 
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As a result of modifications in figures 5, 6, and 7, the agenda plan for val-
idating the collaboration process for CEEADA and its associated FPM, were
modified as depicted in table 4 and figure 8 respectively.
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Fig. 8. Modified Facilitation Process Model for CEEADA

7 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented theoretical underpinnings of CEEADA, an approach
focusing on quality enhancement in creating enterprise architecture. The rele-
vance of the approach in two phases of TOGAF ADM was discussed. In these
phases, results of collaboration, negotiation and evaluation of design alternatives
highly a!ect subsequent activities in the architecting e!ort. CEEADA models
have been validated and enriched through structured walkthrough sessions with
experienced enterprise architects. This resulted in modified models that repre-
sent both theoretical and practical insights into quality improvement of the ar-
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chitecture creation process. This chapter therefore contributes to e!orts towards
filling the gap (reported in [23]) of insu"cient reflections on success factors for
enterprise architecting.
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